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Welcome to CBI!
Thanks for downloading CBI.  If you like comic books, I think you are really 
going to enjoy this application. As I was building and testing this application 
it quickly became my favorite application on my iPhone.  I could be biased - 
but I think you are going to love having your whole collection at your finger 
tips.

When I started writing CBI it seemed like such a simple undertaking.  I had 
a whole bunch of comic books in boxes and really had no idea how many 
or what I even had.  As I wrote CBI, I began to understand how complicated 
the comic book industry really is.  I have tried to shield a lot of that com-
plexity from you; in some ways I think I succeeded - in other ways maybe 
not so much.  As you use CBI I would encourage you to send me any feed-
back you have so that together we can build CBI into an even better appli-
cation.

CBI pulls a lot of information from the internet.  This information is some-
times images of covers and it is sometimes the detailed information about 
who created the comic book.  The data that CBI pulls from is a website at 
http://www.comics.org, also called the “Grand Comic Database” or GCD for 
short.  They have generously allowed me to pull data from their system.  If 
you are a big fan of comic books I would recommend joining GCD.  This 
not only helps increase the quality of data but it also helps make sure your 
favorite comic books are made available in CBI as soon as possible.

CBI has rekindled a love not only for comic books themselves but the 
amount of work and and effort the artists put into this form of art / enter-
tainment.

I hop you enjoy CBI. I have enjoyed working on it and I look forward to 
hearing your comments!

-Aaron O’Brien
cbi_ios@flyingspheres.com
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Getting Started
The Welcome Screen

Below is the welcome screen to CBI when it is first opened.  When a new 
version of CBI is released you will see this screen to explain what was 
changed in that release.
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About CBI

By tapping on the button on the top left of the navigation bar, you will find 
the “About CBI” window.  From this screen you can access this help 
manual, review the release notes and “Unlock” CBI.  

Unlocking CBI

CBI is free to download and use, however there is a 100 issue limit.  It may 
take an afternoon or it may take several months for you to reach that limit.  
When you do finally save 100 comic books you will be asked to “Unlock” 
CBI.  

Unlocking CBI will let you save as many comic books as you want and 
unlocking only costs $2.99!  So, for less than a single comic book you can 
use CBI to store an unlimited number of comic books and get free 
upgrades for all of your iOS devices!
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The Welcome Screen

After dismissing the welcome screen, you will be presented with the 
dashboard.  When you have added a few comic books you will see your top 
titles, publishers, authors and pencilers here.  

Please note that each yellow box is a button that you can tap on.  Tapping 
on titles, publishers, authors or pencilers button will take you to a complete 
list of that category.   

CBI without any covers    CBI with covers

If you download a few covers CBI will randomly grab one and use it to 
display wherever you see the CBI Guy.
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Adding a Comic Book to your 
Collection
Below is the add issue screen.  To view the complete screen you will need 
to scroll up to access the complete functionality.
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Button Definitions

Title: will open a window similar to the screen shot below.  This window is 
showing you all of the existing titles in your collection.  Tap on a title and 
then press the select button to add issues to one of your titles.

Publishers: will display a view that lets you to select a publisher from a list 
of publishers you have already added in your collection. 

Condition: will display a view that lets you select the condition of the issue 
you are adding to your collection

Authors: will display a view that lets you select an Author from the selected 
collection.  Usually this field is populated automatically by tapping on Get 
Details or Save (see those buttons below).

Pencilers: will display a view that lets you select an Penciler from the se-
lected collection.  Usually this field is populated automatically by tapping on 
Get Details or Save (see those buttons below).
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Inkers: will display a view that lets you select an Inker from the selected 
collection.  Usually this field is populated automatically by tapping on Get 
Details or Save (see those buttons below).

Colorists: will display a view that lets you select an Colorist from the se-
lected collection.  Usually this field is populated automatically by tapping on 
Get Details or Save (see those buttons below).

Collection: will display a view that lets you change the collection the issue 
will be saved in.  More Information on collections is in the Tools Section.

Tag Issue: will display a view that lets you select an existing tag.  Issues 
can be tagged also by entering the tag name.  If the tag needs a sequence 
separating the name with a hyphen such as “Extinction Agenda-1” will order 
the issues you tag.  More information on tags is in the Tools Section.

Get Details: makes a call out to GCD to retrieve the details for an issue.  
For this to work the title needs to be linked to GCD by pressing the find but-
ton.

Clear: clears the text fields and resets the state of the screen.  If you have 
selected a different collection to add an issue to the collection selection will 
not be reset.

Save: A lot of things happen when you save an issue.  
• First CBI will let you know if you are trying to save an issue that would 

create a duplicate and allow you to decide to continue or not.  
• Second CBI will try to go online and retrieve the details for you this al-

lows you to select a title and issue number and press save CBI will do all 
of the hard work for you.

• If CBI finds detail information about your issue it will populate the artist 
fields for you and then save the issue.  
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• If you have manually entered in the artist information it will examine your 
information with the information it has found and ask you which informa-
tion you want to use before saving.  

Please keep in mind that there is a several week gap between the time the 
volunteers at GCD index comic books to when they are released, so if you 
are adding new released comic book the artist information may be blank.

Text Fields

There is only one field that you have to manually enter data in every time 
and that is the issue number field.  Looking at this field you will notice a text 
hint that says: “1 or 1-4 or 1, 3, 5-10” what this means is that you can enter 
a single issue number like “1” and save a single issue.  However, if you 
have a lot of issues in a title you can also enter in a value like 1-4 with will 
save issues 1,2,3 and 4.  If you have gaps in your collection you can enter 
in a value like: 1, 3, 5-10 and it will enter in the values 1,3,5,6,7,8,9,10.  Us-
ing this mechanism you can enter in 100’s of comic books in just a few 
minutes.  If you do enter in  multiple issues CBI will not check for duplicates 
nor will it display the artist details, however CBI will attempt to retrieve the 
details of each issue you save.
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Adding Issues

When you get started you won’t have any titles to select from.  So you will 
want to tap on the title field.  This will open a new window to allow you to 
search for titles on GCD.

Enter in a partial title name tap on search and you will see the results if CBI 
can find the title on GCD.  Publishers (Marvel, DC, Image, etc.) regularly 
restart titles and use the same name, so sometimes it’s hard to figure out 
which title you want.  CBI shows you the title name, the start year, publisher 
and how many titles have been published for that title.  If you still can’t 
figure out witch title you may have to visit comics.org.

If the title you are adding to your collection is not listed on 
comics.org, enter the full title name in the search field and tap on 
select.  This will create an unlinked title in your collection.  

Unlinked titles need to have the artist information entered in manually and 
CBI is unable to download covers for them either.
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Tools for your Collection

This screen allows you to access the advanced features of CBI if you have 
a small collection you may never need to visit this part of the application.

There are four tools built into CBI:
1. Backup: iTunes will back up your collection for you.  However, some-

times it’s is convenient to create a spreadsheet of your collection.  
CBI will let you create a .csv file which can be opened in any spread-
sheet application.  Once the file is completed CBI will ask you if you 
want to e-mail it to yourself.  
You can also edit the spreadsheet then re-import it back into CBI. 
This is a very efficient way to enter in a lot of issues.  

2. Collections: when CBI is first installed a default collection is created.  
Going into the collections screen allows you to rename the collection 
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if you want.  You can also create new collections - some of the rea-
sons you may want to do to create multiple collections:
• if you have some comic books you would like to sell and others 

you would like to keep you could create a for sale collection
• if you have some comic books collected digitally and others in pa-

per
• if you have some collections in Marvel or DC’s app, some in 

Comixology and some in Graph.ic.ly 
3. Tags: tags were originally designed to track cross overs like the “X-

Tinction Agenda” with the X-men or “Maximum Carnage” with Spider-
Man.  They are a little complicated conceptually but easy to work with 
once you understand how to use them.  Tags can be created when 
you create a comic book (see Add Issue) or when you edit a comic 
book (see Editing an Issue).  They can be browsed and edited by 
tapping on the “Tags” button.

4. Unlinked Titles: if you have manually entered in some titles or have 
imported them from another system they may not be linked to GCD.  
This screen will help you get your titles linked up so that you can 
download covers and details
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Backup

This screen allows you to create a csv file of your entire collection.  

Once your backup has completed a window will pop up asking if you would 
like to e-mail the collection to yourself.  If you chose not to do this you will 
be able to access this file through iTunes.

If you have your collection stored in a spreadsheet that you created (or an-
other system entirely). The best strategy is to manually enter a few issues 
then run the export and e-mail the csv file to yourself.  By following that 
format, and a little bit of patience, you should be able to convert your entire 
collection.  
***If you are having difficulty with this feel free to send me an e-mail - leav-
ing a review on iTunes that this doesn’t work may make you feel better but 
it won’t help you get your collection loaded.  

If you chose to edit the spreadsheet outside of CBI you can also import the 
edited file back into CBI using iTunes.  When adding an edited file to CBI 
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make sure that the file is named “comicBookInventory.csv” you will proba-
bly have to overwrite the existing file. 
 
Importing an edited file can be a risky endeavor.  When the backup 
process begins - the collection on your iPad is deleted! It is very im-
portant to keep a non-edited backup file so you can restore to the 
point where the process began.  

If you import a collection and it fails the first step to fixing it is to find out 
what the last saved comic book is.  The first comic book in your collection 
that was not restored is almost always the reason the import process failed.  
Things to look for if this happens is 
• extra columns in your csv file
• commas contained in a value that do are not surrounded by qutoes, for 

example the title “Amazing Spider-Man, The” would work as long as it 
was surrounded by quote marks however the same title listed like Amaz-
ing Spider-Man, The would cause the import process to fail.
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Managing Collections

Collections are an advanced feature that not everyone will find useful.  
They are used to isolate different parts of your comic book collection from 
other parts.  I was asked to create this feature to help someone keep track 
of comic books they wanted to sell from comic books they wanted to keep. 
Some other reasons could be:

• if you have some comic books collected digitally and others in paper
• if you have some collections in Marvel or DC’s app, some in Comix-

ology and some in Graph.ic.ly 
Collections can be deleted, selected, renamed or created from this screen.

Delete:  Deleting a collection will also delete all of the issues in that collec-
tion.  You should be very careful with this option. Tap a collection from the 
list and then tap on delete.

Select: CBI will only show you the information for one collection at a time. 
By tapping on a collection and the the “Select” button you can switch be-
tween collections.
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Rename: If you need to rename a collection, you simply tap on a collection 
then change the name in the edit field and then tap on rename.

New:  If you type in a collection name in the edit field and tap on the New 
button you will create a new empty collection.
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Managing Tags

Tags are similar to collections except that they do not separate comic 
books from your collection. Tags can be used to track cross over events 
like Maximum Carnage (or more recently Avengers Vs. X-Men).

Tags can be deleted, renamed and viewed from this screen.

Delete: Select a tag, then tap on delete and the tags will be removed from 
any issues you have tagged.  Other than the tag the issues will reman un-
changed.

Rename: Select a tag, change the name in the edit field and tap on re-
name.

View: Select a tag and tap on view and you will be taken to the Editing an 
Issue screen.  You will be able to review all of the issues tagged with this 
name.  If they were tagged with a number they will be in numerical order.
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Unlinked Titles

If you are importing your collection from a different source you most defi-
nitely will have a lot of unlinked titles.  Although Comics.org tries they do 
not list every comic book ever made.  If you have some local comic books 
or even some Manga you may not be able to find those titles on 
comics.org.  If they ever do show up on comics.org you can come to the 
unlinked titles and link the titles to retrieve details and covers. 

Selecting a title from this screen ...
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will show the following screen:

 
Tapping on “Look Up” will bring up the search window we saw back in the 
add issue.
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Feel free to edit the title and/or enter in a partial title name, tap on search 
and you will see the results if CBI can find the title on GCD.  Sometimes it’s 
hard to figure out which title you want CBI shows you the title name, 
publisher and how many titles have been published for that title.
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Browsing a tit le and Editing an 
Issue
This is the browse issue screen.  On the top is a series of revolving but-
tons.  The center button is the heading for the data you see in the list.  As 
you tap to the left and right the center button changes and the data you are 
viewing changes. It starts out on the title category and you are shown 
which titles you have the most issues of.  As you change the selection you 
are shown the most publishers, authors, pencilers, inkers and colorists.  So 
based on the pictures below I have more X-Men than any other title.  To the 
left and right of the title button are other categories you an view. 

                           

Tapping on the heading button will show you a list of all of the items in that 
category.  If you are looking at all of the titles in your collection you can de-
lete a complete title by swiping to the left or right on the title name you want 
to delete.
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Tapping on an item in the table will show you a list of all the issues for that 
category:

View with no covers    View with covers

      

You can delete a single issue by swiping to the left or right on the issue you 
want to delete.

The “Tag Title” button on the top left will tag each issue in the selected title.
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Selecting an issue from this list will allow you to view the details for the 
selected issue:

              
When viewing an issue you can tap on the top left arrow to add the covers 
on this issue to your photo gallery.  This will let you share your covers with  
friends or use them for wallpaper on your iPhone.
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Add Picture: will open the photos in our photo gallery.  This is useful 
when CBI is unable to find the cover;  if you can find it online you can 
save the image and add it to the issue using this button.

Take Picture: will let you take a picture of your comic book and attach the 
photo to your issue.

Delete Covers: will open a window that will show you all of the images 
attached to this issue.  You can swipe across the image to delete a cover 
you don’t want.

Get Cover: Download the cover for an issue from CBI.

Reset: resets the fields to the values used prior to editing.

Get Details: will retrieve details for the issue from comics.org

Save: saves any changes you make
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**********

That is the end of the help manual!  

I hope you enjoy using CBI as much as I do.  I really do believe that you 
will find this application to be the best way to track your comic books.

-Aaron O’Brien
cbi_ios@flyingspheres.com
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